Glass Curtain
Technical information

Glass Curtain series:
Glass Curtain

Frameless Sliding doors

- Serie A32
- Serie E45

- Serie E20

Glass Curtain. Technical information.

Serie A32
The Series A-32 Tempered Glass Enclosure
provides an all glass sliding screen
without vertical framing around the glass.
Translucent gaskets provide complete air
tightness between each glass leaf all of
which are able to be operated independently
thus providing an extremely versatile and
attractive screen.

Vertical section
Dimensions in mm
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The glass leaves are manufactured using 10
or 12 mm tempered glass with fully olished
edges which give safe and easy operation.
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Completely closed system

Thus the bottom guide can be fully
embedded or left as a surface barrier. For
some situations it may be necessary not to
have a bottom track at all and this can easily
be accommodated.
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An ingenious stacking mechanism allows all
the leaves to be slid to one side and neatly
parked into a recess that allows a totally
clear opening without encroaching into the
room space.

Inside

The opening of the leaves can be outwards
as well as inwards.

Easy sliding and opening of the individuals leaves
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Tehe system also has a compensating profile
for those situations where the opening may
be uneven or out of square and this together
with various options for locking prove to be
another reason to consider this beautifully
engineered product.
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Finishes are available in Powder Coat (210
colours in the RAL Classic Range).

51
Without bottom
track

Surface-mounted
bottom track with
compensation

35
Surface-mounted
bottom track without
compensation

Flush bottom track

Large aperture area when the leaves are open
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Serie E45
Tempered glass enclosures, without vertical
members, made up of independent panels,
allowing for full opening as they can be folded
away and stacked at either end. Available
in tempered glass with thicknesses of 10
mm and polished edges allowing for safe
handling.
The panels open towards the interior and the
bottom frame can either be superimposed or
built into and fl ush with the floor.

Vertical section
Dimensions in mm
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Simple opening with knob
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Available in lacquered fi nishes (210 tonalities
from the RAL Classic range), decorated
in imitation wood grain and lacquered to
simulate an anodised finish. All of the visible
accessories are also lacquered in the same
finish as the members.

Outside

The members are fitted with horizontal
spacers to compensate for any small level
changes.
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Easy sliding and rotation of the leaves
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Surface-mounted
bottom track

Large aperture area when the leaves are open

44
Flush bottom
track
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Serie E20
Sliding, vertically frameless, 10 mm thick
tempered glass wall panels, fitted with
hermetic gaskets between each panel.

Vertical section
Dimensions in mm
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Outstanding in terms of how simple, easy
and comfortable they are to open and
close. The rollers incorporated to the
bottom of the panels enable them to slide
almost effortlessly.

Completely closed system

We have 2 or 3-track guides, which
can be combined to cover large spaces
with maximum opening, allowing for an
unlimited number of panels, which can be
slide back on one or both sides, depending
on your needs. You can close off large
spans, without any vertical frames or pillars.
Independent panels can be up to a width of
1.20 m, a height of 3.00 and a maximum
weight of 70 kg.
Outside

Right opening

Offering a choice of different types of
locking, with or without a key.
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The panels used are 10 mm thick tempered
glass, which can be either neutral or with
solar control, in the latter case ensuring
better thermal insulation.
Variety of aluminium colours and finishes
to choose from: anodised, RAL lacquered,
Classic or imitation wood decorated.
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The bottom guide can be either surfacemounted or inset in the floor, reducing even
further the visual presence of aluminium
and placing the emphasis on the views.

Opening on both sides
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Surface-mounted
two-track guide

66
Surface-mounted
three-track guide
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Flush bottom
six-track guide

Left opening
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